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Abstract
With the increasing number of spontaneously deployed Wi-
Fi hotspots and community based networks, end users often 
experience performance degradation due to Starvation between the 
nodes in wireless mesh networks. The frequently occurred problem 
in wireless mesh networks is the starvation which occurred due 
to the nodes which are close to the gateway will always block 
the channel without giving a chance to the nodes which are far 
away from gateway to utilize the network bandwidth.  So there is 
no scope for remaining nodes to access the channel. So to reduce 
starvation we propose an algorithm known Starvation Mitigation 
Algorithm (SMA) which states that, the gateway will work as an 
decision maker for the network and broadcasts the message to all 
the nodes when the network bandwidth is utilized by any single 
node. Then the node which is using the bandwidth will reduce its 
contention window so that remaining nodes will efficiently utilize 
the bandwidth and starvation will be reduced. The algorithm which 
we are proposing will mitigate the starvation in a network and 
bandwidth utilization is more compared to the existing algorithm 
and the drawback of decreasing throughput in existing system 
will be reduced and overall performance of the network will be 
increased.
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I. Introduction
The definition of wireless mesh network varies from type to type. 
The definition is explained based upon the architecture used. There 
are 3 different types of architectures in wireless mesh networks:
A. Infrastructure/ backbone WMN’s
B. Client WMN’s
C. Hybrid WMN’s
Infrastructure/backbone WMN’s only mesh routers are used. 
These are mainly used to form a backbone to the clients which 
are connected to them. Infrastructure/backbone WMN’s are most 
commonly used in community and neighbourhood networks 
which are able to build infrastructure meshing [1]. In this type of 
meshing the routers are placed on the top of the buildings which 
provide the internet access to the person inside the building and 
people on the roads. The client wireless meshing is mainly used 
to provide peer to peer networks to the clients. In this type of 
meshing the client nodes establish the actual network to perform 
routing and Configurations in order to provide user applications 
to the customers. Compared with the infrastructure/backbone 
WMN’s the end user requirements are increased to perform 
additional functionalities like self-healing and self-configuring. 
The combination of infrastructure/backbone WMN’s and client 
WMN’s resulted as hybrid WMN’s. this hybrid WMN’s is mainly 
used to provide access to the cellular networks, Wi-Fi, Wi-Max, 
sensor networks. Compared to the infrastructure and client 
meshing the routing capabilities are increased in hybrid WMN’s 
which provide the better connectivity and coverage [1-3]. 

II. Starvation in Wireless Mesh Networks

Fig. 1: A Network Containing 3 Nodes and a Gateway Node 4 
Showing the Data Flow

To explain how starvation occurs in a network we consider the 
above example which consists of 3 nodes and a gateway node. As 
the nodes which are closer to the gateway node i.e., node 4 will 
first engages the channel for the transmission of packets. After one 
successful transmission the node will resets its contention window 
and again ready to start its transmissions. As the remaining nodes 
in a network mostly node 1 will occur starvation. The node 1 will 
not get a chance of using the network bandwidth as a result the node 
starves. So to mitigate the problem of starvation we are introducing 
an algorithm called Starvation Mitigation Algorithm (SMA) for 
efficient use of network bandwidth by the all the nodes in a network 
which results in reducing the starvation as well [5].

III. Related Work
Extensive research have been done in [4-9], for reduction of 
starvation in wireless mesh networks as it is a main issue in 
wireless mesh networks. As per the literature in [4], the author 
introduced an algorithm called Fair Binary Exponential Backoff 
algorithm (FBEB) which is the extension of Binary Exponential 
Backoff algorithm (BEB). The binary exponential backoff 
algorithm is a widely used backoff algorithm, which adjusts the 
contention window size by indirectly estimating the traffic in the 
communication medium at individual nodes in effect by counting 
consecutive collisions involving the same packet. The FBEB 
algorithm states that a node which successfully transmits a packet 
will not reset its contention window for the next transmission; 
it has to wait for a time T. By controlling the node for resetting 
will make other nodes to access the channel. The time T depends 
on the previous contention in the network. But this algorithm 
also states that if a packet collision occurs the node will have to 
double its contention window and starts the process again, if the 
contention window reaches its maximum value it is reset and the 
transmitting packet has been dropped. If the contention window 
is doubled it becomes problem to other nodes which suffer from 
starvation. So to overcome these problems from the existing system 
we are introducing a new algorithm called Starvation Mitigation 
Algorithm (SMA) in which the gateway acts as a decision maker 
and broadcasts a message if any node is causing the starvation 
by accessing the channel continuously with out giving a chance 
to remaining nodes. Then by receiving this message remaining 
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nodes will increase their contention to 1 or 2 packet and transmits 
again and the node which is causing the starvation will decrease 
their contention window to half of its actual size.

IV. Proposed Work

A. Starvation Mitigation Algorithm (SMA)
The main reason for starvation is that, the nodes which are close 
to the gateway will not give a chance to other nodes for accessing 
the channel. So the flow gets starved and the bandwidth is not 
efficiently utilized by the network. So to avoid this problem we 
introduce a Starvation Mitigation Algorithm (SMA) by which we 
can provide efficient bandwidth utilization by all the nodes in a 
network and provide fairness in a network.

Fig. 2: Wireless Mesh Network in which Node 1 is Transmitting 
Packets to Gateway

In the above fig., node 1 is transmitting packets continuously to 
the gateway, at the gateway the packets are collected in temporary 
buffer and those packets are moved to the contention window of 
the gateway.

Fig 3: Node 1 After Resetting the Contention Window

In the above fig., the packets are successfully transmitted to the 
gateway by the node 1 and the node1 resets its contention window 
for aggressively transmitting packets continuously without giving 
a chance to other nodes for transmitting the packets by causing 
the flow to be starved. 

Fig 4: A Wireless Mesh Network when the Contention Window 
of Gateway is Full After the Contention Window of Gateway is 
Full the Gateway Checks Whether the Packets are from Same 
Node or Different Node

Fig 5: A Wireless Mesh Network where, Gateway is Broadcasting 
Message to all the Nodes

As the gateway comes to know that all the packets are from same 
node then the gateway broadcasts a message to all the nodes that 
node 1, is using utilizing the total bandwidth of the network by 
causing starvation to remaining flows.

Fig 6: A Wireless Mesh Network After Reducing the Contention 
Window of Node 1

The gateway sends a message, that node 1 has to decrease its 
contention window i.e., CW/2 so as to slow down the flow at node 
1 and to provide sufficient access to gateway by the remaining 
nodes. 
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A. Starvation Mitigation Algorithm (SMA) Executed by 
the Gateway in a Network

In this algorithm the gateway will accept up to 20 packets from 
each node. When its contention window is full then it checks that 
all the packets are from a single node or not, by maintaining the 
MAC address of each node in a variable [Pid] . if  a node sends more 
than 20 packets then it generates a message and send that message 
to all the nodes that node [Pid] is using the channel continuously  
with the MAC address of the particular node in node [Pid] variable. 
Then after receiving this message from the gateway the node[Pid] 
will reduce its contention window to half of its normal size and 
the remaining nodes come to know that node [Pid] is using the 
channel continuously which is causing starvation to the flow and 
the remaining nodes will increase the size of contention window 
depending upon their requirement.

B. Description
Consider gateway’s maximum contention window to be as 20 and 
minimum to 1, nodes minimum packets in contention window is 
4 and maximum is 8 and the capacity of temporary buffer at the 
gateway is 30 packets. If the contention window at gateway is less 
than or equal to maximum i.e., 20 then continuously accept the 

packets from the nodes in a network. Then choose a packet from 
temporary buffer (TemBuf) and save that packet’s MAC address 
into variable [Pid], if that packet is from new node assign that 
packet as 1 and enable the flag to true and push the packet into 
gateway’s contention window and increase the contention window 
of gateway by 1. If the next packet is also from the same node then 
push the packet to the gateway’s contention window and increase 
the node count by 1, as the node count increases then gateway’s 
contention window size also increases by 1. Accept the packets 
from all the nodes until the contention window at the gateway 
is full i.e.., 20 packets. Then check the packets MAC addresses 
are same or not, if all packets are from same node then broadcast 
a message that the node x is accessing the channel continuously 
by causing starvation to remaining flows and take a decision of 
reducing its contention window by half of its actual size. Then 
remaining nodes will automatically get a chance of accessing the 
channel because the packets produced by the node x are reduced. 
So this algorithm provides the efficient use of bandwidth by all 
the nodes in a network.

V. Conclusion
We proposed a Starvation Mitigation Algorithm (SMA) to reduce 
the extent of starvation in wireless mesh networks. Our proposed 
algorithm used to reduce the starvation occurred in a network and 
mesh nodes that have successfully transmitted data packets should 
not be permitted to transmit more data packets aggressively. By 
delaying the transmission of excessive packets by the nodes we 
are able to reduce the degree of starvation. This effect is achieved 
by adapting the contention window for transmissions in the IEEE 
802.11 protocol. Overall Throughput is increased and Delays in 
the network are mitigated. Bandwidth utilization is more compared 
to the existing system.
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